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ABSTRACT 

The mass adoption of social media has brought with it the most undesirable aspects of human nature, namely the need to 

abuse one’s fellow kind for sometimes difficult to understand reasons. There has been severe pressure on law 

enforcement agencies to respond to this Internet abuse, commonly called Internet trolling. Equally, there has been 

demands made of social media companies to better police the content on their platforms. There is also the option of civil 

action for those who have been targeted by the ‘trolls’ who post the abusive comments. This paper suggests 

understanding UK case law in relation to Internet trolling and cyber-harassment should be done through the prism of the 

French legal concepts of bleasure (i.e. blessure) and motif. The paper provides a framework for those involved in 

multimedia forensics to abstract information from identified abusive content (i.e. motifs) to determine whether it would 

be reasonable to say that such messages harmed a person (i.e. caused a bleasure). Using a corpus linguistics approach, the 

paper identifies abusive posts made against prominent women public figures on Twitter and newsblogs in the last three 

years, namely Sally Bercow, Caroline Criado-Perez, Esther McVay and Salma Yaqoob. The paper finds that it is possible 

to systematically abstract data from social media platforms that both show that an offence has happened (i.e. actus reus, 

motif), that a person has been harmed (i.e. malum reus, bleasure), and whether it has occurred, or is likely to occur, over a 

longer period of time (i.e. pertinax reus). This can be done using ‘interface cues’ in the form of authority cues and 

bandwagon cues, which need to rely on an effective corpus of key terms to be useful. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There is an urgent need to understand the reasons behind apparent misogynistic postings to the Internet, 

determining the most appropriate structure for classifying this data for evidential purposes, and also the most 

appropriate method for interrogating this type of structured corpus (Hardaker 2013b). Emerging research has 

gone some way towards making this happen (Bishop 2014a; Bishop 2014c), and this paper hopes to extend 

this further. In 2013 in the UK there were a number of high profile flame-wars targeted at women with 

obvious links to feminism. These include more notably Caroline Criado-Perez, Stella Creasy and Mary 

Beard. Equally, two women stand out as having an equal profile but whom drew huge public support. These 

include Sally Bercow, Salma Yaqoob and Esther McVey. Caroline Criado-Perez was known for calling for 

more women to appear on bank notes and her successful campaign to achieve that with securing an 

agreement to have Jane Austin appear on a future £10 note. As a result of this the feminist faced some vile 

comments amounting to severe threats of rape, including some specifying a time when the person would 

carry out such an act. This eventually led to the prosecution and conviction of two people – Isabella Sorley 

and John Nimmo. A similar fate faced MP Stella Creasy, but this was not the case for fellow MP Esther 

McVey, who was outed by the Daily Mail for having featured in ‘racy’ photographs earlier in her career. 

Whilst the comments made about her included some male chauvinism, they were mainly positive. Equally 



 

 

another top woman, Salma Yaqoob, faced endless positive comments from the public after appearing on the 

BBC Question Time programme, unlike Mary Beard. This paper attempts to find out why this is the case. 

The legal concepts of ‘bleasure’ and ‘motif’ 

It was said by Caroline Criado-Perez that she faced “lasting psychological effects” from the abuse on Twitter, 

which one can called a ‘bleasure’ (Bishop 2014b). One can think of the messages that remained as evidence 

as being a ‘motif.’ Bleasure is a term derived from French law and introduced into UK law through following 

King v Bristow Helicopters Ltd [2002] 2002 Scot (D) 3/3, which refers to an imposed injury, whether 

physical or mental, that has an adverse impact on someone in either the short-term or long-term (Bishop 

2014b). Motif also from French law could be thought of as a ‘smoking gun’ – the visible proof that a 

particular act occurred. In terms of Internet trolling, this could be a post on a social networking service that 

caused a bleasure, such as a person being grossly offended. And in terms of an instance of rape resulting 

from misinformation on an online dating profile, the Motif is that webpage that encouraged the complainant 

to accept the words of the respondent as being true and creating obligations between them. Court opinions are 

beginning to surface relating to the admissibility of evidence obtained from social networking services 

(Abilmouna 2012), and it is likely to become more and more of an issue, particularly relating to the 

admissibility of character evidence, as discussed later. 

One can conceptualize bleasure clearly in the case of Caroline Criado-Perez. The feminist reported that the 

abuse she received online had “lasting psychological effects.” Anything that changes the way a person 

behaves that they did not consent to can be considered to be a bleasure. In terms of mental injuries it might be 

that bleasures create ‘phantasies’ in order to prevent a person accessing brain functions that caused them 

distress when accessed in the past (Bishop and Goode 2014). On this basis, the fact that one has experienced 

a bleasure does not automatically mean that a fault has occurred. In criminal cases based on public law there 

is often a high burden of proof to pass for a fault to have occurred. In civil cases, such as those based on tort 

and contract, the burden of proof is lower, but that does not automatically mean each bleasure can be 

considered a fault. It equally does not mean that if a fault has occurred that the person was in fact injured, or 

rather bleasured. It is a well-rehearsed principle in law that there is no middle ground between civil law and 

public law, as a specific fault is can be heard under either one or the other. But equally this does not mean 

that there is no common ground between them, even if there are separate procedures for each.  

2. MULTIMEDIA FORENSICS, COMPUTER FORENSICS, OR 

FORENSIC LINGUISTICS?  

Forensic Linguistics is the study of language and the law, covering topics from legal language and courtroom 

discourse to plagiarism (Coulthard and Johnson 2010). The definition of the established field of computer 

forensics is somewhat blurred, as computers can stand in manifold relations to crimes, meaning a concept of 

‘multimedia forensics’ is more appropriate to distinguish forensics that merely involve computers from those 

which rely on them in their entirety (Böhme et al 2009). Multimedia forensics, an area of multimedia studies 

and multimedia security, has appeared as a possible solution to the decrease of confidence in multimedia 

applications, such as social media (Comesana and Perez-Gonzalez 2013). One might therefore take the view 

that the evidence being used should determine which branch of forensic science should be used (Böhme et al 

2009). As will become clear in the remainder of this paper, however, attempting to separate forensic 

linguistics from multimedia linguistics is challenging, and might mean that forensic linguistics is an essential 

part of multimedia linguistics.  

Admissibly of multimedia forensic evidence 

In the case of R v Flynn [2008] EWCA Crim 970, [2008] 2 Cr App R 20 the court ruled that in order for 

evidence based on voice recognition to be admissible as evidence, it would have to be shown that ‘the key to 

the admissibility [of lay listener evidence] is the degree of familiarity of the witness with the suspect’s voice’ 

and that ‘where the prosecution wish to rely on such evidence it is desirable that an expert should be 



 

 

instructed to give an independent opinion on the validity of such evidence’ (Warburton and Lewis 2009). 

This would suggest that in any case where computer related evidence is presented that it should be backed up 

with a cross-examinable expert witness to verify its authenticity.  

Concerns have also been raised in relation to the absence of a clear framework governing the admissibility of 

psychiatric evidence in rape cases and the fact that in criminal proceedings rape complainants and other 

witnesses are likely to face continued gratuitous attacks against their credibility during cross-examination 

(Ellison 2009). Indeed, authenticity and integrity are two fundamental requirements for admissibility of 

evidence in court and they are crucial to win a case (Hou et al 2013). EEG and other neurobiological 

evidence could therefore serve to verify the psychiatric state of complainants, and may be admissible based if 

supported by expert witness (Warburton and Lewis 2009). 

3. AN INVESTIGATION INTO ‘RAPE’ AND ‘MYSOGNY’ DISCOURSES 

ONLINE 

Studies have established that those who take part in trolling do so for a number of reasons, including for 

boredom, sadism, callousness and identity issues (Bishop 2013a; Buckels, Trapnell, and Paulhus 2014; 

Hardaker 2013a). This paper hopes to find out the reasons why by using a more inductive approach than 

those used to date.  

Documents/participants   

A multimedia forensic linguistics approach was used in the study. An annotation coding framework was 

compiled from extracting replies to commentary by major women associated either with trolling or other 

controversy in 2013. These included Sally Bercow who was found to have libeled a former Conservative 

politician, as well as Caroline Criado-Perez, who is a feminist activist who called for more women to be on 

British bank notes. Also considered was Esther McVay, a government minister who had a past of modelling 

in the form of posing in sexually provocative ways, as well as Salma Yaqoob, who is a muslim who has 

spoken in favour of British troops and men’s rights. Some relevant persons were excluded from the 

investigation. These include Stella Creasy who is a politician that was abused the same time as Caroline 

Criado-Perez, but would simply be an unreliable duplication of her – Creasy as a politician is expected to 

suffer some abuse as a politician. Mary Beard and Coleen Nolan were both excluded because both received 

duplicate messages of a bomb-threat sent to all the women in this paragraph (except Salma Yaqoob). With 

regards to Mary Beard, the facts around her trolling were very similar to Caroline Craido-Perez and Salma 

Yaqoob, so would likely offer no new information.  

Methodology 

The methodology selected for this study is based on a corpus linguistics approach for extracting Internet 

trolling messages from posting to major social media platforms and analysed with a qualitative data analysis 

approach called ‘Framework.’ There is a slight variation to the way a Framework analysis is usually 

supposed to be conducted. Due to limited space, and that the fact that a total of four women, across three 

web-based community genres for the 6 types of posting listed in Table 1. Much of what would appear in the 

tables under Framework, namely the elements/dimensions and categories/classes identified, are discussed in 

the body of this paper, even though the wide ranging ‘data charted’ is contained in a single table (i.e. Table 2) 

and cross-referenced against the person to whom it relates and the type of posting that it reflects, with there 

being a separate table for each genre. 

 

Table 1 Examples of interface cues and guidance for gamification use 

Stimulus type 

(Post type) 

Examples of 

interface cue 

Guidance for use as mediating artefacts 

Social ‘group identity1’, Users who perform snacking offer short bursts of content and 



 

 

(Snacking) ‘fun2’, ‘love2’ consume a lot too. If done by Flirts it can be supportive of a 

person or group, but if done by Snerts it is antagonistic to one 

person or the group they belong to. 

Emotional 

(Mobiling) 

‘punishments2’, 

‘rewards2’ 

Mobiling is where users use emotions to either become closer to 

others or make a distance between them.  

Cognitive 

(Trolling) 

‘levels1’, 

‘learning2’, 

‘points2’ 

Trolling as a more generic pursuit seeks to provoke others, 

sometimes by affecting their kudos-points with others users.  

Physical 

(Flooding) 

 ‘power1’, 

‘mastery2’ 

Flooding is where users get heavily involved with others uses by 

intensive posting that aims to use the person for some form of 

gratification.  

Visual 

(Spamming) 

‘leader-boards1’, 

‘badges2’ 

Spamming, often associated with unsolicited mail, is in general 

the practice of making available ones creative works or changing 

others to increase the success of meeting one’s goals.  

Relaxational 

(Lurking) 

‘meaning2’, 

‘autonomy1’ 

Lurking is enacted by those on the periphery of a community. 

Their judgements for not taking part often relate to a lack of 

purpose or control.  
1 authority cues 2 bandwagon cues 

 

 

Results 

The various trolling incidents manifested in a number of ways. Caroline Criado-Perez had successfully 

persuaded the Bank of England to put Jane Austen on the new £10 note, yet was forced off Twitter, albeit 

temporarily, by rape and death threats against her (Benn 2013). Sally Bercow in a spontaneous yet costly act 

posted the comment “Why is Lord McApline trending? *innocent face*” on Twitter. The post was intended 

as humour, as in DPP v Chambers, yet Bercow had to pay out for defamation. 

 

Table 2 Examples of kudos and flames towards notable women on Twitter and Newsblogs 

Tr
o
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n

g 
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p
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Sally Bercow Caroline Criado-Perez Esther McVay Salma Yaqoob 

Sn
ac

ki
n

g 

6Marketing: “Be 
careful what you 
publish on social 
media. It could land 
you in court” 

JackRiley92: “are you 
the sad bitch that is 
running a campaign to 
have more women on 
banknotes???” 
(Isabella Sorley): “f*** 
off and die you 
worthless piece of 
crap,” “go kill 
yourself,” “rape is the 
last of your worries” 

1markconway: “So 
being an attractive 
woman can be bad for 
your career? What 
utter grubby non-news 
rubbish from the 
Mail.”  

JohnEdwards33: 
“#bbcqt Salma 
Yaqoob a woman of 
substance, integrity 
and deeply held 
principles. She 
would be such a 
welcome addition to 
the House of 
Commons” 
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PckBlue: “SallyBercow 
libel ruling: Twitter is 
no different to real life. 
People need to realise 
this is not a coffee 
table.” 

gangstar14825: “Ha….. 
open that cunt wide 
bitch. You are about to 
feel da pain!” 
(John Nimmo): “shut 
up bitch,” “Ya not that 
gd looking to rape u be 
fine", “I will find you 
(smiley face),” “rape 
her nice ass”. 

Margybargy: “Good 
grief! She looks highly 
uncomfortable - 
wonder whose idea 
those shots were.” 

westham009: 
“@SalmaYaqoob 
finally, people 
acknowledge men 
get raped. Long 
overdue, feminists 
seem to be ignorant 
of this fact.” 

Tr
o

lli
n

g 

MissTobiBlog: “Im 
warning you guys, you 
have to be careful of 
what you tweet lol. 
ANYONE who named 
"that guy" on Twitter 
will be sued” 

beware0088: “blocked 
me other account nice 
one ;) many more lol” 
gangstar14825: nice 
face shot. “You need 
one with more 
coverage. Ill paint it 
white while you beg. 
To be released LOL” 

SpeyeJoe: “Get your 
tits out for a vote!! Yes 
could only be the Mail” 

grumpyoldhector: (1) 
“@JohnEdwards33 
@fauxpaschick Don't 
wish the house of 
Commons on Salma 
Yaqoob... the place 
will try and corrupt 
Her” (2) “I was just 
being facetious. She 
comes across very 
well and refreshing” 

Fl
o

o
d

in
g 

@veniviedivici: (1)  
“@CadizOranges Lord 
#McAlpine #libel action 
against Sally Bercow 
formally settled at High 
Court”  
(2) ”@Pierett600 Lord 
#McAlpine #libel action 
against Sally Bercow 
formally settled at High 
Court” 

rapey1: (1) “IF I MEET 
YOU IN AN ALLEY YOU 
WILL DEFINITLEY GET 
FUCKED” (2) “I will 
rape you tomorrow at 
9pm… shall we meet at 
your house??????” (3) 
“Good Morning. Have 
you reported the 
Tweets via 101 or at a 
Station? If not please 
do so.” 

shirleykay11: (1) “mp 
esther mcvey she's so 
good at filling in 
expense forms 
cameron promotes 
her, all in it together”  
(2)  “IDS_MP NUMBER 
2  rising Tory star 
Esther McVey might 
rather forget “ 

KailashChandOBE: (1) 
“#bbcqt Salma 
Yaqoob again brilliant 
in defending GPs. 
Primary care 
accounts 4 nine% of 
budget but 
undertake 90% of 
activity.#saveournhs” 
(2) “#bbcqt Salma 
Yaqoob brilliant in 
highlighting the role 
of more than 100 
peers voting on 
section75 having 
shares\interests in 
private firms.” 

Sp
am

m
in

g 

veronica10001: 
“@PatrickStrud 
guardian.co.uk/comme
ntisfree/… your article 
is spot on, we need to 
be able to have fun” 

TonyW: “We 
encourage users to 
report an account 
violation of the Twitter 
rules by using one of 
our report form: 
support.twitter.com/fo
rms/” 

Allchanges: “Could her 
top be any lower, & 
could she lean any 
further forward? 
http://www.mccannfil
es.com/id113.html” 

CalumSPlath: “great 
piece on Salma 
Yaqoob and where's 
next for her, 
including a link to her 
fantastic #BBCQT 
performance 
http://bit.ly/QrhXnp” 

 

Social/Snacking (Group identity, fun, love) 

The first row of comments in this section on Twitter are those that can be considering ‘snacking’ for their 

social or antisocial nature that often relies on a prior association with the person being targeted. Consider 

JackRiley92, “are you the sad bitch that is running a campaign to have more women on banknotes???” The 



 

 

group identity that exists in his comment about Caroline Criado Perez shows a group identity of being a 

woman or not being one (i.e. being a man) exists and is what provokes this troller. This compares with the 

comment of 6Marketing: “Be careful what you publish on social media. It could land you in court” in 

reference to Sally Bercow, which might resemble more the “love” cue. This was also evident in 

JohnEdwards33’s evaluation of Salma Yaqoob, whom he said is “a woman of substance, integrity and deeply 

held principles. She would be such a welcome addition to the House of Commons.” Finally the ‘fun’ cue 

comes from 1markconway who says in reference to Esther McVay, “So being an attractive woman can be 

bad for your career?” 

What can be concluded from the previous section is that flame trollers target those women who are 

misandrist whereas those women who speak up for groups they do not share a personal characteristic with are 

more likely to attract kudos trollers. The terms 'misandrist' and 'female chauvinist' are seldom if ever used, 

unlike 'misogynist' and 'male chauvinist' (Landau 1997). But it can be seen here that the ‘U r Bias’ trollers 

will particularly target those whom show a self interested bias towards a group they belong to. The fact that 

Salma Yaqoob, who is a woman muslim, spoke up for the British troops, who are currently killing muslims 

in the Middle East, and that she also spoke up for the rights of men who are victims of rape, seemed to co-

exist with the significant public support she had on Twitter, in the way Caroline Criado Perez was unable to 

activate. Caroline Criado Perez in calling for more women on banknotes can be easily interpreted as 

misandrist, as she is promoting the continuation of the ‘women good men bad’ mantra (Landau 1997). Esther 

McVey, in relation to the discussion around the “racy” photographs taken of her in the early part of her 

career, can be seen to resemble the ‘anti-feminist,’ even if this was not her choice. Whilst some of the 

comments were clearly ‘male chauvinistic,’ in that they made comments which would make most women 

feel uncomfortable in a way men wouldn’t (e.g. ‘Get your tits out for a vote!!’), they were no more 

misogynistic than the comments made by Caroline Criado Perez and other feminists are misandrist. The 

posters of the messages were not saying she had less rights as a woman than a man should and in fact many 

were attacking the Daily Mail newspaper for suggesting the ‘racy’ photos should be interpreted negatively 

(i.e. “What utter grubby non-news rubbish from the Mail”).  

Emotional/Mobiling (punishments, rewards) 

The second row of comments in Table 2 are for ‘mobiling,’ which is a more emotional form of posting, 

which can be either empathetic towards a person or show an equal contempt for them (Bishop 2013b). The 

term ‘mobiling’ has come about to refer to the fact that when using a mobile computer it is easier for a person 

to hide what they are doing and express their true feelings without being observed by others, which is what 

would happen in computer labs. As can be seen from the cell about Caroline Criado-Perez, the post was 

clearly designed to shock and offend, which goes beyond what should be acceptable free speech. One might 

however ask – how could a feminist who is supposed to represent the strength of women be as bleasured by 

these various motif’s as Perez claims?  In terms of Sally Bercow, the mobiling was directed to suggest that 

she should have known better. In the case of Esther McVey comments were made about her appearance and 

Salma Yaqoob was showered with complements for saying how the stereotypes of only women being victims 

of rape need to be challenged.  

Cognitive/Trolling (levels, learning, points) 

The third row of Table 2 shows comments relating to ‘trolling,’ which in this case refers to the attempt to 

encourage others to ‘laugh out loud.’ With the media have changed the use of the word ‘troll’ some might be 

asking, “How can there be a type of trolling called trolling?” That is because trolling originally only referred 

to the posting of provocative messages, with flaming referring to the posting of offensive messages. It is now 

considered the norm to refer to ‘flame trolling’ as the abusive kind of posting and ‘kudos trolling’ as the 

friendly kind. As can be seen from the comments, Sally Bercow was treated favourably by ‘MissTobiBlog’ 

with her critic being mocked. In the case of Esther McVey the user, ‘SpeyeJoe,’ chauvinistically said for her 

to “get her tits out,” which can be seen as a form of endearment. Compare with ‘gangstar14825’ who said to 

Caroline Criado-Perez, “nice face shot. You need one with more coverage. Ill paint it white while you beg. 

To be released LOL,” which referred to threats of abuse against her. This comment was equally chauvinistic, 

but one might argue the differences in tone were down to the fact that McVey was presented to show her 

femininity physically, whereas Perez faced abuse for trying to, in the trolls’ mind force her feminism onto 

people through bank notes.  

 



 

 

Physical/Flooding (power, mastery) 

A posting type known as ‘flooding’ makes up the fourth row of Table 2, which usually is evoked by and 

evokes physical word pictures or related thoughts. Flooding is the process of making an idea, opinion or 

article available en masse through posting it on multiple websites, and often using search engine optimisation 

methods to increase its availability to others. Flooding is considered an important part of free speech, in order 

to ensure that opportunities for censorship are reduced. In terms of the posts about Caroline Criado-Perez, it 

can be seen that the person flooded her with comments at various times of the day in order to keep up 

pressure on her. In the case of the person who posted about Esther McVey they used it as an opportunity to 

express their dissatisfaction of her as a Conservative Party politician, such as references to her completing 

“expenses” forms and pejoratively calling her a “Tory.” In fact such allegations were unfounded as McVey 

entered Parliament after reforms had been made to deal with the “expenses scandal”. In the case of the person 

commenting on Salma Yaqoob the user posted statistics to various websites, perhaps to show their authority 

on the matter. In terms of the one commenting on Sally Bercow they had a clear dislike of how she was 

treated by Lord McAlpine and reflected this on various websites.  

Visual/Spamming (leader-boards, badges) 

Table 2’s fifth and final row shows comments relating to ‘spamming,’ which are usually visual in nature, 

such as through hyperlinks and images, most evident with pseudo-activism (Bishop 2014b). In the case of the 

person commenting on Sally Bercow, they agreed with the article and provided a link to their own. In the 

case of Caroline Criado-Perez the spamming took the form of linking her to a help page, which may have 

been to get the problem out of the way. The person commenting on Esther McVey appeared to post a 

comment on her for the sole purpose of linking to their own website about her. The person commenting on 

Salma Yaqoob linked to a favourable article about her, perhaps in an attempt to promote their good faith 

towards her.  

4. TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING EVIDENCE 

REQUIREMENTS IN CLAIMS OF FAULT RELATING TO THE 

INTERNET 

In terms of Twitter and Weblogs, one might conclude there is a clear difference between the way women are 

treated, but not because men are treated more favourably, but other women are. Where a woman can be seen 

to be misandrist they should expect to receive misogynist posts from men, and as was seen Caroline Criado-

Perez, women also. Where a woman seeks to make use of her body or femininity for personal or private gain 

then she should expect male chauvinist comments in the way other women would not.  

There will be times, however, where the posting of messages could form a ‘motif’ in support of legal action 

to right a ‘bleasure’ that was committed, and there needs to be some basis on which to draw the line. It is 

hoped that this section will provide a means to know when the burden of proof, based on available motifs that 

can be linked to bleasures, is a high enough strength to warrant legal action. 

It is well known that the ‘burden of proof’ in order to prove that the respondent is liable for what they have 

been accused of is ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ in criminal cases and on the basis of a ‘balance of probability’ 

in civil cases. It is also known that even in civil law cases the ‘standard of proof’ is higher depending on the 

severity of the claims being made against the respondent, which unfortunately requires a moral or ethical 

judgement by the court (Casey 2011). Some have argued that ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ simply refers to a 

higher probability and higher standard of proof (Ho 2009). This is the view of the author also, and on that 

basis Table 3 presents a harmonisation of public law principles around liability with those in civil law for 

particular magnitudes of bleasure. These are based on those devised by Mugabi and Bishop (2014) in relation 

to Internet trolling. The trolling magnitude (TM) refers to the severity of a bleasure, going from a TM of 1 

which was not intended or likely to offend or injure someone, to a TM of 4, where a person goes out their 

way to harm others, or are likely to do so and this putting someone in fear of violence.  

 

Table 3 Types of liability and possible civil and criminal penalties associated with trolling magnitude (TM)  

TM Type Burden of Motif and Bleasure requirements Example penalties 



 

 

Proof 
1

 P
la

y
ti

m
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Inchoate 

Liability 

(Finem facere) 

Lowest 

Standard 

The person has not yet posted a 

message that harms others in any way, 

but needs deterring from taking up the 

behaviour.   

They need a fine, to pay 

compensation or be subject 

to other minor signifier of 

wrong-doing, such as a 

warning letter. 

2
 T

ac
ti

ca
l 

Strict Liability 

(Animus 

restituendi) 

Lower 

Standard 

Doesn't matter if the person has not 

carried out their threat, the other party 

feels they will and its harmed 

emotionally by this, a course of 

conduct has been established. 

Depending on the severity 

they should pay a higher or 

lower fine/compensation. 

Criminalisation through a 

criminal case should be 

avoided where possible.  

3
 S

tr
at

eg
ic

 

Restitutory 

Liability 

(Brevia 

anticipantia) 

Higher 

Standard 

It doesn't matter if the person says 

they won't cause a bleasure to a 

person or persons, they will under 

certain circumstances, thus putting 

others at risk of future bleasures, 

whether perceived or actual.  

 

They need a strong legal 

deterrent, such as a court 

order or charged with an 

indictable offence in order 

to reinstate a normal state of 

mind for the complainant.  

4
 D

o
m

in
at

io
n

 

Dread Liability  

(Ad vita aut 

ademptio) 

Highest 

Standard 

The person is going to seriously 

bleasure the other person or their 

property sooner or later, especially if 

they breached a court order or terms 

of a related sentence following a 

bleasure that was remedied.  

They need locking up in 

order to prevent them 

committing inevitable 

bleasures, including putting 

others in fear of being 

bleasured (e.g. Quia timet). 

Custodial sentence most 

appropriate.  

 

The case of R v Secretary of State for the Home Department (ex parte Uttley) [2003] EWCA Civ 1130 

[2003] 1 W.L.R. 2590 found that where a person had been sentenced for an offence (in this case a sexual 

offence) any time where they are subject to ‘Restitutory Liability’ such as being released on licence counts as 

part of their sentence following being subjected to ‘Dread Liability’, in this case a custodial sentence. In 

other words, someone can only be subject to a Restitutory Liability to deter repeat sex offending if it formed 

part of the Dread Liability sentence for the original conviction or a subsequent Restitutory Liability sentence 

following serving the original sentence. This clearly means someone can be subject to Restitutory Liability 

such as an injunction on early release if it is felt they will be unlikely to reoffend, but only for the duration 

that they would otherwise be subject to Dread Liability, which in most cases would be a custodial sentence.  

5. DISCUSSION 

There is an urgent need to understand the reasons behind the apparent misogynistic messages posted on the 

Internet. Deciding on the most appropriate structure for the collection of this data for evidential purposes, and 

also the most appropriate method for generating a corpus for this purpose is a challenge. This paper proposes 

that the concepts of ‘bleasure’ and ‘motif’ can be used to determine the most appropriate evidence for 

proving a person has been harmed in the case of the former and that in the context the person did something 

they should not have.  

In 2013 in the UK, a number of high profile flame-wars targeted at women with known associations to 

feminism. These include more especially Caroline Criado-Perez, Stella Creasy and Mary Beard. In the same 

way, three women stand out as being equal profile but who drew enormous public support. These include 

Sally Bercow, Salma Yaqoob and Esther McVey. In the case of Caroline Criado-Perez, she reported “lasting 

psychological effects” from her trolling. Such impacts can be seen to be ‘bleasures’ as they had a permanent 

effect. The messages that lead to bleasures can be considered to be ‘motifs’ as they can be used to show 

something occurred and that there is a reason behind that. Considered in this paper was the role of forensic 



 

 

linguistics in understanding and supporting evidence that can be collected in the form of motifs to provide 

evidence of bleasures. It might be possible to see that the collection of evidence relating to offences 

committed via computers plus an analysis of it through forensic linguistics is what makes something 

multimedia evidence. The field of multimedia studies relies on techniques for analysing digital media-texts. 

Without forensic linguistics, one might argue that multimedia evidence on its own is as limited as computer 

evidence, such as that which forms part of computer forensics.  

Limitations and directions for future research 

This paper has gone some way to exploring the nature of how high profile women are trolled on Twitter and 

Weblogs – whether positively or negatively. It has shown that so-called ‘rape threat trolls,’ more accurately 

labelled ‘rape call-out snerts’ in the case of the data looked at in this study, only say this because their target 

is a woman – they would be equally abusive to men who offended them by being biased, but rape is wrongly 

associated only with women. Future research might want to look into the other types of trolling done by rape 

call-out trolls, in particular rape call-out snerts and rape call-out chatroom bobs. The paper looked at the 

corpus of messages from the point of view of the genre of web-based community it was posted to. There 

might be other more appropriate structures for processing the corpus and more appropriate methods than the 

one used, which future research could consider. 
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